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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion  

This study aims to find out the role of id, ego and superego in 

the main character's personality in Bill's character in the IT 

screenplay. The first is to find Bill's characterization from the 

personality structure / to find Bill's personality structure. The 

second is to find out which personality structure is more dominant 

and more followed by Bill. 

 

This study finds one part to answer Bill's description of the id 

which shows that he has more follows the part of the id, namely 

the instinct in solving problems to fulfill the pleasure principle. 

Where he believes in what he is doing trying to kill his curiosity or 

curiosity by satisfying his desires. Which is illustrated by some of 

the actions he performs. 

 

From the depiction of ego, one part to describe is when Bill 

met his brother and saw her in person, but it made him have to kill 

his brother because actually it was not Georgie but Pennywise. Bill 

had to accept the fact that Georgie was dead. 

 

In describing the superego, this research finds a part that is also 

often described in Bill's character. Bill superego is described as a 

caring characteristic, he always helps his friends like Ben who 
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needs help at that time and his superego helps him. Secondly he 

helps Mike from bullying which his superego also helps him if you 

see he also always follows his superego but not to solve the 

problems he is facing from events that he encounters. following his 

superego who works to follow ideals, morality and social norms 

and actions.  

 

5.2 Suggestion  

 The problem that has not been studied in depth in this study is 

the violence that occurs in every scene by several characters such as 

Travis and his friends who like to physically abuse and from 

Pennywise's character who has many violent scenes when trying to 

hurt his victims. The issue of violence is explained in more depth in 

order to understand the factors causing the stress or psychological 

problems experienced by the characters. Like the experience of 

Travis the bully who likes to use violence caused by the harsh 

upbringing of his father which only made him hate his father so 

much and made his behavior that often bullied his friends like 

venting his anger. The sociological problems experienced by Travis 

may be used to analyze the experiences that occurred in Travis' life. 

Analysis using the sociology of literature can also be used to enrich 

the discussion in IT literature by Chase Palmer. 

 

 

  


